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On Sufi Psychology:

A Debate bettueen
the Soul and the SPirit

William C. Chittick

The writings of Professor Toshihiko Izutsu have long been savored

by those convinced of the pertinence of Islamic thought to the social

and spiritual crises of the contemporary world. The publication last

year of his Creation and the Timeless Order of Things reminds us

that his works, which occupy the intellectual tip of the iceberg that

is interest in Sufism, have a wicle and growing audience in North

America. The current popularity of Sufism is part of the broader

fascination with everything that breaks with the mechanistic and

scientific world view that has brought modern civilization to its

present impasse. All sorts of people are searching for solutions to the

encroaching dissolution of personalities, social structures, and envi-

ronments that are all too obvious in the modern world. The interest

in Professor Izutsu's brill iant and broad-ranging works suggests that

for many of them the intellectual roots of the present predicament

need to be elucidated before lasting practical solutions can be found.

Although Professor Izutsu, in his search for what he has called a

',metaphilosophy of oriental philosophies," 1 focused on philosophical

issues, he frequently reminded his readers that the Islamic and

Oriental traditions have always kept in view the necessity of psycho-

logical and spiritual transformation. one cannot come to understand

the nature of existence without transcending ordinary consciousness'
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If peopie do not recognize the world for what it is, the problem lies
in the subject, not the object. As professor Izutsn remarks in a tvpical
passage from his writings,

[M]etaphysics or ontology is inseparably connected with the
subjective state of man, so that the self-same reality is said to be
perceived differently in accordance with the different desrees of
consciousness.'

In r'vorks on strfism, the issue of degrees of consciousness is addressecl
far more often than cluestions of ontology or metaphysics. In what
frllows, I offer a glir'pse of the types of issues that are addressed i'
Sufi studies of human consciousness by presenting the example of a
single text, written probably in the seventeenth century by one ,Abcl

al-Jal i l  of  Al lahabad, who can be considered an intel lectual fol lower
of tl 'rc' school of Ibn al-'Arabi. He is probably identical with ,Abcl

al Jalil ibn Sadr al Din Ilahabadi, the author of a book called Irskarl
al.sAliktn, a collection c_rf invocations (adkkar) of the Chishtis ancl
others. h a rnanuscript copy of this book, he says that he was
requested to write it because "l had written many treatises in the
science of taruhtd concerning the realities, the gnostic sciences, and
the intr icacies, but a treat ise was needed.. . in the science of the
rvayfaring I suliikl, the invocations, and the disciplines that take the
traveler in tl-re direction of the divine gnostic sciences, a treatise that
would be the key to gnosis as such in a manner that opens the lock
of the hearts."3 He may be ident ical  with the chisht i  shaykh, ,Abcl

al  Jal i l  of  Lucknow (d. 1043/1633-34),  who, according to saiyid
Athar Abbas Rizvi, showed "great frankness in expressing his belief
in the lvahdnt nl-wujud and little concern for the strict observance of
Lhe Slnia."o

'Abd al-Jalil first attracted my attention when I came across a
rvcrrk by hinr listed as Su'al rua janab in the library of the Institute
of Islarnic Strrdies in New Delhi.s rhis short treatise (27 pages of 2r
lines in length) describes a visionary conversation with Ibn al-,Arabi.
During the discussion, Ibn al-'Arabi answers a number of questions
corrnected with difficult passages in his works, mainly at.Fuffihdt
al mahhiyya. Most of the questio.s have in view the long-standing
current of criticisrns directed by well known Sufi teachers against
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some of the technical terminology and phraseology of Ibn al-'Arabi's

writings. This current had been set in motion by figures such as 'Ala'

al-Dawla Simndni (d. 73711336) and it was continued by Gis0 Dardz

G,.825/1422) and others. The last part of the work alludes briefly to

the position of the most famous of these critics, the Naqshbandi

shaykh, Afrmad Sirhindi (d. 1034/1624).

Like many other works I saw in India, this treatise provides

evidence that the importance of Shaykh Al.rmad Sirhindi's criticisr-ns

of Ibn al-'Arabi in the history of Sufism has been vastly overrated by

modern scholars.6 Most of the later authorities who supported Ibn

al-,Arabi's positions hardly even bothered to refer to Sirhindi, since

they found his criticisms superficial and self-inflating. In Su'Al uta

jawdb, 'Abd al Jalil alludes to sirhindi as "one of the recent Suls

[who] have objected to your persuasion, saying that Oneness is in

shukfid, not in wujftd." Ibn al 'Arabi responds by pointing out qttite

rightly that in the Futafudt, he has already said everything such critics

have said, because there he presents all valid points of view. The

problem lies in the critics' inability to see beyond their orvn limita-

t ions.

The manuscript that I want to discuss here, Rfrft rua nafs or

'ubfr.rtat al-tazytn,1 is similar to the first in both length (22 pages of.2\

lines) and the fact that it is presented as a visionary conversation, but

in this treatise the two principles are the spirit (rft.h) and the soul or

self (nafs). On the one hand this worl< discusses many of Ibn al-

'Arabi's ideas on existence or being (wujnd) and its levels, the nature

of the 
,.things" (asltya',) or the "immutable entities" ful a'yan al-

tkdbita), the unknowability of the Divine Essence, and the experieuces

that take place in the afterlife. On the other it provides an interesting

example of spiritual psychology, since it analyses the forces at worh

in the human microcosm in terms that recall earlier currents of Sufi

teachings and reflect the developments and debates going on in the

subcontinent. It is the psychological theme that I wish to follow up on

here.

Given the current dismal state of our knowledge of the develop-

ment of Islamic thought in India, it would be impossible to trace the

numerous Sufis, theologians' and philosophers whose views rnay be
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reflected in the treatise. The best I can do is to point to the roots of
some of the ideas in the writings of Ibn al-'Arabi and other relatively

early figures. It would be difficuit to say to what extent 'Abd al-Jalil
is influenced directly by Ibn al-'Arabi in these two treatises, since he
may have known Ibn al-'Arabi's works largely through the tradition
of cr i t ic ism and commentary. The one book that he almost certainly
had read, thor-rgh he refers neither to its title nor to its author, is Naqd

nl-nugfig fi sharh naqsh al.fusi; by 'Abd al-Rahmdn Jami (d. BgB/
\492). In Rfr,h uta n.afs this work is quoted or paraphrased at least
twice, and a passage that is attributed to "one of them" is taken from
aLFukfrk by Sadr al-Din Q0nawi, most likely through the intermedi-

ary of Naqd al nusfi,5.8

Sufi Psychology

Mr-rcl-r of Sufi theoretical teaching has to do with the invisible dimen-

sion of the human being, the ambiguous something that fil is the vast
"space" between the human body and the Essence of God, a some-
thing that we might today refer to as "consciousness." In discussing
this son-rething, the earliest texts usually employ various terms

derir.ed frorl the Kuran and the Hadith-such as soul (nafs), spirit
(r' i l lr), heart (qalb), intellect ('aql), and mystery (sirr) without much

elaboration or explanation. Br-rt already by the third/ninth century,

Sufi authors like al-IJakim al Tirmidhie-.not to mention the early
Muslim philosophers-employ such terms to describe a hierarchy of
increasingly invisible levels, tendencies, or dimensions reaching as far

as the divine realm. In the theoretical discussions provided by al-
Tirmidhi,  al  Ghazdl i  (d.  505/1111), 'o ' Izz al-Din KAshdni (d.  T3S/
1335),"  and many others, i t  is c lear that the mult ipl ic i ty of  words

does not imply a multiplicity of independent entities. Instead, the
words are diverse names given to a single reality-the unseen dimen-

siori of the human being--in respect of its different attributes, dimen-
sionc or qtaocq l2

Since these aspects of human consciousness are by definition invis-

ible and difficult to pinpoint, the terminology tends to be fluid. For

example, the definitions some authors provide for nafs frequently

correspond to what others refer to as rfrfu- This is seen most clearly
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in the discussion initiated by the philosophical tradition concerning

the three basic levels in which the inner dimension of things manifests

itself outwardly, that is, the plant, animal, and human levels' Some

texts speak of the plant, animal, and human "soul"' while others

prefer the term "spirit." Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawzi's work Kitdb al'r[ih

devotes a good deal of space to the fact that the early sources do tlot

clearly distinguish among the terms. Nevertheless, many authors do

distinguish among them, and their descriptions of the differences

provide us with detailed insights into the Muslim understanding of

human consciousness.

The discussion of the different levels or dimensions of the human

being was by no means simply theoretical, particularly for the Sufis'

In other words, these unseen realities were defined and differentiated

with a speci{ic aim, which was for them to be experienced as distinct

levels of consciousness by the traveler on the path to God. withottt

the theoretical and iinguistic "errbodin"rent" of the tendencies rif the

soul, it is impossible to come to grips with one's own inuer nature'

The descriptions made it possible for spiritual travelers to picture,

localize, and personify their own psychic and spiritual tendencies

within the sea of consciotlsness, that unbounded imaginal universe

that is sometimes called the "ocean of the soul" (bakr al nafs). once

thiswasaccompl ished, i twaspossibletostrengthenwhatneecled

strengthening or pass beyond what needed to be overcolne'

one can recall here the distinctions among the ascending levels of

the human reality made by Kubrawi authors, distinctions that have

been studied in some detail by Henry corbin and others. ' lhus, for

example, the founder of the Kubrawi Order, Najm al-Din KubrA (d'

618/122f,,refers to five basic levels of the self-intellect, heart, spirit,

mystery, and the hidden (knnq. A later Kubrawi authority, 'Ald'

al-Dawla Simndni, refers to seven levels-body or mold Q^lab) ' 
soul'

heart, mystery, spirit, the hidden' and the Real (haqq)'" These

authors clearly bring out the practical relevatrce of these

classifications for the spiritual travelers, since they also discuss the

vision of colored lights, or "photisms" as corbin calls them. that

signal the experience of the different levels''o

Ibn al-,Arabi provides a vast amount of material on the differer-it
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levels of the self, but the six or seven ascending "subtle realities"
(latA'if), so important in the Kubrawi literature and much of the later

tradition, are probably not discussed in his works in any systematic

manner. In general, he speaks of three basic levels in both the

macrocosm and the microcosm-spiritr-ral, iuraginal, and corporeai;

or spirit, soul, and body. Inasmuch as these three levels are tied to the

experient ial  s ide of the path to God, the traveler 's goal is to br ing

them into harmony, and this takes place through the "heart"  (qalb),

which is the spir i tual  organ par excel lence in Ibn al- 'Arabi 's teach-

ir-rgs. ' '  In the u'r i t ings of Ibn al 'Arabi 's fol lowers, especial ly Sadr

al-Din Q0nawi and his immediate disciples, emphasis is placed on the

heart as the harmonious ur-rion of all tl-re attributes of spirit and soul."

Ibn al- 'Arabi also discusses the "mystery" (sirr)  as a st i l l  h igher

stage of a\vareness, be1'6yn,i the level of spirit. In his teachings, the

m-ystery, or, more often, the "divine mystery" (al sirr al-ildht), is the

individual 's real i ty as known by God himself .  I t  marks the furt i rest

limit of what the gnostic can conte to know, since ultimately no one

cart linorn' an-vthing but himself, rvhile the Divine Essence remains

forever unknoi.vablel. ht other terrns, the mystery is the "immutable

entity," the realitl, or quicldity of a thing fixed forever with God. It is

also called the "specific face" (al wajh al khA;s), that is, the face of

Clod turnecl torvard one individual rather than any other, thereby

clefining the reality' of the individual.'7 Not only hr-rman beings, but

everything in existence has a specific face, different from the specific

divine faces turnecl toward other things, since, if God "looked at" two

thirrgs i r r  exact l l ' the same rval ' .  lhel"would be the same thing. Here

n'e have a corol lary of one of Ibn al- 'Arabi 's most oft-repeated

axioms: God never discloses himself  in the same manner to two

individuals.  Or,  "Self-disclosure never repeats i tsel f ."18

The Sett ing

Althor,rgh 'Abd al-Jalil 's treatise deals with two major din-rensions of

Suf i  teachings- the psychological  and the metaphysical- the narra-

tive development emphasizes psychology. The text reaches a climax

with zrn integration of diverse dimensions of human consciousness

and a vision of the oneness of all thinss in God. The manner in which
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this is achieved recalls both a Kubrawi-style hierarchy of levels and

the specific teachings of Ibn al-'Arabi and his followers concertrit]g

the soul, spirit, heart, and mYsterY'

The text is presented within the context of the long-sLanding

debates in India over lhe status of the human being irr relationship to

God. More specifically, what are the practical results of the spiritual

realization of the gnostic? Once the supreme union is achieved' can

any distinction be drawn between Gocl and the world? Granted lhat

"Ail is He" (hanta dsl)-the slogan that was taken as typifying the

position of those who believed in the "oneness of Being" (ruahdat

al-wujhd)t'-of what relevatrce to the gnostic are the commauds and

prohibitions of the Shariah?

Shaykh Ahmad Sirhincli 's criticisms of lbr-r al-'Arabi arose ont of

this background. Sirhindi is not in fact criticizing Ibn a1-'Arabi

himsel f ,butrathertheposi t ior lascr ibedtolbrral . .Arabibycertairr

groupsofMusl imswhcl thentrsedthisposi t iorr to just i fytheirolvt t

neglect of the Law or of doctrinal teachings that Sirhindi considered

essential. It is clear that 'Abd al Jalil had this same backgrotttrd irt

v iew,sincehegoestogreat lengthstodisprovesomeoftheimportart t

arguments of those whu rnaintain the cont l t tonly accepted tniscorrcep

tions concerning Ibn al'Arabi's position, what one nright call

. .popular izedaahdatal tuuj f rd ' 'or the. . rel ig ionof.Al i isHe' , ' '

The treatise begins as follows: 'Abd al-Jalil is sitting in rneditation

when two forms appear to him, one luuinous and one dark' The trvo

forms greet each other and then introduce themselves' The dark forn

calls itself the governing power of the whole universe' a power so

intermixed with the creatures that they refer to it as their own "self"

or "soul" (nufs). The lurninous form tells him that it is the pow€rr

through which all thir-rgs have life; it is called "spirit" (rnfu), because

within it all creatures find their "rest" (rank) and "repose" (rayh'l ' in)

In the Sufi discussion of spirit and soul, tire spirit is aimost invari-

ably conceived of as lying on a higher plane' as is clearly the case

here, since light is higher than darkness' The spirit 's "luminotts"

appearance connects it with the clivine name Light and the radiance

of the world of the angels, who, according to the Prophet' are "made

of light." The soul is then connected to the opposite pole of manifesla
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tio', where light has lost its original intensity and become thoroughly
nrixed rvith darkness. 'Abd al-Jalil does not mean to imply here that
the soul is absolutely dark, but rather relat ively dark, as compared to
the spirit. Absolute darkness wourd be absolutely nonexistent and
therefore imperceptible in any mode. Moreover, the soul manifests
certain positi 'e dimensiclns of reality, as becomes obvious later in the
text.

The two f.rrns then speak about their respective religions. The
soul says that it follows the great lover Iblis, who is the locus of
nrarrifestation (mazhar-) for the divine name Misguider (al_muQill).
The spirit says that it follows him who carried God's Trus t (amdna)
and became his vicegerenL (khalifa), the prophet Muhammad, who is
the lrrctrs of manifestation for the nantes Gocl (aildh) and Guide
(al hadf).

with the mention of the term ma4har or ,,locus 
of manifestation"

we are alerted to the fact that the text iooks back to Ibn al- ,Arabi 's
specific technical terms a.d his mode of discussing relationships. The
general idea that the divine names are the roots or realities of the
phenomena tl-rat appear in world and the soul, while the phenomena
are the places 'uvhere the names manifest their properties and effects,
is of course found i' a wide range of Sufi writings, not only in Ibn
al-'Arabi, and it is plainly prefigured in the Koran. But the term
rnazhar in this rneaning is one that Ibn al-,Arabi claims as his own
coinage and that typical ly occurs in discussions of his ideas.2o

A " locus of rnanifestat ion" for a divine name is a place where the
nanre displays outwardly its properties (al.tkdm), traces (dthAr), or
specific characteristics (hhawAg;). Each name has innumerable loci of
manifestat iou, and an individual ent i ty may act as the locus of
rnanifestation for rnany different names. Thus the human being, for
example, is made in " the form of God," which is to say that he is the
locus of manifestation for the specific name God. By the same token,
a human being manifests the specific characteristics of every divine
nanre, since God itself is the "all-comprehensive name" (al-ism al-
jAmi'), which embraces the properties of all the names.

Although all human beings manifest the name God-it is this, and
this alone, according to Ibn al-'Arabi which makes them humanrr-
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only those who merit the title "perfect human being" manifest the

name God in a mode that corresponds to God as he is in himself.

Other human beings-whom Ibn al-'Arabi refers to as "animal human

beings" (al-insAn al-hayarudn) -fail to actualize the full potentiality

of the human state. Hence they are dominated by characteristics that

pertain to one or more of the lesser names embraced by the name

God. In the case of the "friends of God" (awliyd' allah) and the

faithful, these lesser names are names of mercy and gentleness, while

in the case of the unbelievers, these names project wrath and severity.

As the hadith qudst tells us, God's mercy takes precedence over his

wrath, so mercy is closer than wrath to God's essential reality. Hence

the names of mercy and gentleness demand nearness to God and

"felicity" (sa'Ada) in the next world, while the names of wrath and

severity demand distance from him and "wretchedness" Ghnqarua).

The gentle and merciful divine narres bring about the actualizatirin

of the full human potential along with harmony and equilibriun-t

among the ioci of manifestation. In other words, a hurnan being who

is the object of God's mercy in this sense2z manifests fully and

appropriately all the individual divine names (including the wrathful

names) embraced by the name God. That is why, in this passage, the

spirit does not limit itself to saying tl-rat Muhammad is the locus of

manifestation for the name God, since all human beings share in this

particular characteristic, though clearly not in the same mode or

degree. The spirit adds that the Prophet is also the locus of manifes-

tation for the name Guide, the function of which is to spread God's

salvific mercy arnong the creatures and to open them up to ultimate

fel ic i ty.

The opposite of the Guide is the Misguider, a divine name that is

found in some of the traditional lists of the ninety-nine names and is

irnplied by several passages in the Koran where God is the subject of

the verb "to misguide." The Koran attributes this name specifically ttr

Satan in one verse (28:15). That the soui or self is connected to

satanic forces is suggested by a number of Koranic verses and made

more explicit in the hadith literature.23 In short everv human being

has a tendency that is opposed to guidance and rejects the trutl-r, and

this is referred to as nafs-soul, self, or ego.2n
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The fundamental tendencies or inclinations of the inner dimension

of the human being are summarized in the well-known distinction,

based on Koranic terminology, among three types of" nafs, represent'

ing three main stages of human consciousness: the soul "commanding

to evil" (arnmiira bi'lsii '), the soul "blaming" (lawndma) itself for

its o',vr-r shortcomings, and the soul "at peace" (m7tmn'inna) with

God. At the first stage, the soui dwells in the darkness of ignorance,

forgetfr-riness. and misguidance, while in the third stage the soul has

been transrnr:ted into the light of knowledge, remembrance, and

gr.ridance. Tl-re middle stage represents a struggle between the oppos'

ing forces tl-rat are frecluently, as in 'Abd al-Jalil 's treatise, ascribed

respectivell ' to "spirit" and "soul." These are guidance and mis'

guidance, kr"rorn'ledge and igttorance, remembrance and forgetfulness,

l ight and darkness.

In short, 'Abd al Jalil 's description of the spirit and soul reaffirms

the well known opposition between the ascending, luminous, and

angelic tenclettcl' of the human being, and the descending, dark, and

satanic tendency. We are prepared for a replay of the struggle

between gnidance and rnisguidance, the prophets and the satans. But

we are :rlso dealing here with Ibn al-'Arabi's intellectual universe, a

fact that is annout-tcecl at the beginning by some of the technical

terminology and confinned by many passages in the text itself, where

Ibp al- 'Arabi 's ternts are cot istant ly employed and where he himself

is quoted twice.

Sirrce Ibn al-'Arabi and utrthdat al-nujitd lie in the background, it is

natural that both the Prophet and the Satan-the leaders of the two

religicils representecl by spirit and soul*-are represented as ioci of

rnanifestation for the clivine names. The discussion cannot take an

exclusively dualistic and oppositional form in the manner of the

legal ist ic and polemical approach character ist ic of  both jur ispru-

dence ancl KalAm. Rather, what follows will have to show that

opposition amoltg the loci that manifest the divine names can be

harnronized and nrade compiementary through Unity, or in Other

rvurds, through the fact that the name God is the coincidence of all

opposites (jam' al'adddd).

The point of the debate is not so rnuch that one side should win and
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theother lose.Rather, theopposi t ionbetweetr thetwosidesprepares

the way for a stretching and expansion of comprehension and con-

sciousness. Opposite positions r-recessarily have to manifest the same

Reality, since God comprehends all things' The task is not to answer

yes or no, but to discover the right relationshi'p between two yes's'

This does not imply that error has no reality' quite the contrary' But

error arises not so much from the position itself as from one's

standpoint when one claims the truth of the position' It is a mistake

toaff i rmatruthrelatec] toonelevelwhenoneisstarrdinginanot l rer

level. Error derives fronr the mixing of leveis' and deliverance fron.t

error can only come through a transmutation of consciousness that

si tuates every level in i ts proper place'

The Debate

Themainpartof thetext ,detai l ingthecontentsofthedebate

between spirit and soul, is interesting both for the topics covered and

the intrinsic content of the arguments' At the same time it reflects

'Abd al Jalil 's perception of long-standillg controversies over many

important doctrinal issues in Suiism' Some of these issues are stil l

relevant in the contemporary scene' where orle often meets conflicting

positions similar to those rnaintained by spirit ancl soul' But in the

contemporary "New Age," the standpoint represented b-v tht' suul

seems to have gained the upper hand' while the spirit 's perspective

appears to be increasingly ttnpopular' since it reaffirms the necessity

of the practice of the Law as the sine qua nln for the unclerstar-rding

and affirmation of UnitY'

Thesoul isdepictedasarathercleverancicraf tyfel low,ski l l f t r l i r r

the intricacies of debate and not a[raidto change its position when it

is opportune to clo so' The spirit is much more stable and somewhat

stolid, reflecting the far-seeing prophetic wisdon-r that it rnanifests' At

theoutsetthesoulment ionslbl isasi tsguide,sothespir i t feels

duty bound to warn it of lblis's shortcomings' The soul replies by

having recourse to the esoteric knowlerlge of the spiritr'ral path

(Tartqa),whichtranscendstheShariahmentionedbythespir i t ,andbv

claiming- inthemannerofthewel l -knownSuf idefensesofSatan'o

that lb l iswastheloverofGodparexcel lencewhosesecretpactu, i tb
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his Beloved would not al low him to bow to anyone else.
f'he soul appeals to a privileged, esoteric knowledge in several

more passages in the ensuing debate, most of which focuses on the
nature of one.ess (zr-taltda) and that of Being or existence (nujfrd),
thotrgh the famous expression wahdat ar-u,ujfid is never mentioned. I'
brief, the soul wants to clairn an absolute oneness that obliterates
clistinctions withi. tuujfid and at the same time to maintain its owrr
privileged ide.tity with utujfid. Thereby it wants to show that distinc_
t ions among things are sheer i l lusion, so the Shariah is a vei l  that
misleads the str-rpid. Those who are truly enlightenecl follow their own
inner l ight,  which is God himself .

The spirit protests that this appeal to absolute oneness is in fact an
appeal to o'e of tuujfi,d's many levers, thereby distorting uujild,s
real i ty.  I t  is contracl ictory to aff i rm the absolute oneness of God's
Esse'ce and the, tci deny the relative lnanyress of his attributes.
Both have to be aflirrned, and then it will be seen that the divine
attr ibutes dernand the real i ty-relat ive of course-of the cosrros.
The Sliariah's necessity f.llorvs from the relative reality of the
cc)sntos and the real distinctions among the levels.

h'r the first part of the treatise the sour makes a rather good case
for ar i rc l iv idual ist ic type of spir i t r -ral i ty shorn from tradit ional
supports. hr the second part, where the soul has taken another tack,
the arguments attempt rrainly to claim the independence of the
material worid from any {irst principle. In both cases, the practical
result of the soul's argument is to declare the Law irrelevant and
prophet ic guidance useless i f  not posit ively harmfr-r l .

l3y the e'd of the debate, it is not cor-'pletely clear who has rnon.
certainly anyone who inclines towarci the religious universe of Islam
u' i l l  read the text as givi .g 

' ictory 
to the spir i t ,  s i .ce al l  the soul 's

arguments have been neatly answered from within the perspective of
the Shariah i .  general  ancl  Ibn al- 'Arabi 's school in part icular.  But
much 

'f 
what the soul has said would be quite convincing to those

who incline toward a Snfi esotericism cut off from the Shariah ar-rd
al ien to scholast ic phi losophizing.

Although'Abd al-Jal i l  means to supp'r t  the spir i t 's arguments over
lhe srul, he also wants to ack.owledge the relative validitv of the
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soul's positions. The soul is a locus of manifestation for a divine

name, the Misguider, and this name has its rights. The Misguider

cannot be negated, but must be harmonized with the higher names

from which it derives. Aithough "God's mercy precedes His wrath,"

and therefore, by analogy, "God's guidance precedes His tnisgui-

dance," both wrath and misguidance are divine attributes that have a

posit ive, i f  l imited, role to play in the total  constel lat ion of existence.

The beginning of the process whereby 'Abd al-Jalil will harrnonize

the positions of soul and spirit is announced at the end of the debate

proper, when the spirit realizes that its words have had no discernible

effect on the soul. Hence the spirit proposes that they take their

dispute to a third party to decide between them.

The Mystery's Judgment

The third party to whom tire spirit and soul have recourse is the

"mystery,"  the more inward dimension of the human real i ty that Ibn

al-'Arabi identifies with the "specific face" or immutable entity. In

this context, however, 'Abd al Jalil does not have in mind Ibn al-

'Arabi's definition of the mystery, but rather the seven-part hierarchy

of the human being which by this period had become a commonplace

in Sufi writings-body, soul, spirit, heart, mystery', hidden (kfutff), and

most hidden (akhf?).

The mystery enters the discr-rssion by addressing first the soul atid

then the spirit. It criticizes the soul for ruining the world of obedience

and bringing Adam out from the Garden, but it praises the soul's

grasp of the station of oneness and its description of God's self-

disclosure (tajallt) in all things. Then the mystery says,

it is clear to me that oneness has become manifest to you in the

station of nature. That is why your love is cornpletely fixed uporl

the world of form. You love absorption in sensory passions and

immersion in the illr-rsory pleasures that darken the rnirror cif thc'

heart and bring about punishnient and disaster in the next world.

If an appropriate love for form were to become established

within you, you would undertake good acts and works, since

forms in the next world will last forever, while the forms of this

plane are obviously perishing and have no sttbsistence' You mttst
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turn your attention toward the high level in order to reach the
Idivine] self-disclosure that is beyond the outside and inside
worlds. In that self-disclosure, no name or description remains,
no expression or allusion.

The mystery then compares the soul to a frog in a puddle of filthy
rvater who thinks that it l ives in the ocean. what the frog needs is for
a stream of pure water to pass over the puddle and take it to the
ocean. Although the soul's perception of oneness is true enough, no
two people perceive the Essence in the same way, and hence there are
cliverse levels of consciousness. In explaining this the mystery refers
to the basic degrees of uujfid through which God reveals himself,
what in another context might be called the "Five Divine presences"

along with the level of Non-entification (lA tu'ayyun) standing beyond
them:'o

o srul ,  al though i t  is i rnpossible to see the Essence without the
veil of the attributes, there is much diversity in the veils. The veil
of the world of tl-re visible is the densest of ail veirs. Then there
is the veil of images lmithAll. Within both these veils the
Beloved wears the clothing of form, which is the most tremen-
dous veil- After this, the veil of subtlety remains in the world of
Spirits. The' there is a veil of subtlety in the worrd of Meanings
n'hich is the reality ancl imniutable entity of the traveler and
which is called the "snraller isthmus fbarzakh)." Ail the gnostics
see the Real in this vei l .  Greater than this is the vei l  of  " the most
subtle of the most subtle" in the Presence of the First Entification
and the Muharnrradan Reality. This is called the "greater isth-
mus." Our Prophet sees the Essence of the Real in this veil, which
is the thinnest of veils. Some of the most erect of the friends of
G.d who follow that leader of the prophets observe a flash there
by tagging along with him. Finally there is the level of the
Disengagecl Essence, to which no one has access.

In conclucling this address to the soul, the mystery focuses on the soul's
particr-rlar problem, which is the affirmation of selfhood or "soulhood"
(nrfsdnitva). The only' u'ay to achieve the vision of the inward levels
of oneness is to negate one's selfhood, c-rr to undergo "annihiration"

(fand'). "There is no remedy except becoming lost and obliterated:
They btrl' nothing there but a thing's nonexistence ancl annihila-
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t ion"."

The mystery then turns to the spirit and praises it for its obedience

and its attentiveness to the good that can be gained in the next world.

But it warns the spirit that it also is not yet free of love for form. The

danger remains that it will be so entranced by the garden that it will

forget the face of the Gardener. The mystery criticizes the spirit for

perceiving the station of oneness from the standpoint of the rational

faculty ('aqt) and for not abandoning itself to love. The soul's empha-

sis upon self-identification with the Real is a valid one, and iL can ortly

be experienced through love. 'Abd al-Jalil then summarizes the rest of

the mystery's advice to the soul and spirit:

The mystery made clear that the entity of the servant has lwo

sides, one the side of nondelimitation lii laq) and the other the

side of delimitation ltaqytd). Servantho od l'ubftdiyyal and lord

ship lrubabiyyal must both be taken into account, since botl-r are

established in the servant's entity. The soul had taken lordship

into account and had desired to embrace immediate joy ar-rd

pleasures, while the spirit had taken servanthood into account

and had chosen the ease of obedience in Order to grasp endless

and everlasting deferred ease. Although both were flying in the

world of tawl|ttel, out of caprice lkawa) the soul-vulture r,'n'ould it 't

the end have stayed n'ith the bones, while the spirit-nigl-rtingale

would have inclined away frorn the rose garden of the Beioved'

s face toward the garden's frr-rit.

,Abd 
al-Jalil 's assessment of the situation depends upon various

teachings of Ibn al-'Arabi's school that have been tciuched on during

the debate and are here harmonized and put into relationship. Since

the meaning of the passage is far from self-evident, it calls for a fer"'

words of explanation:

The inner human realitl ' has two basic dimensions, here syn,bolized

by the terms spirit and soul. In one dimension, which stands opposite

God's transcendence-or, in Ibn al 'Arabi's language, his incompa-

rability (tanztk), independengs (ghind), and ovet'whelming power

(qakr)-human beings are servants overcome by poverty, incapacity'

and weakness. They possess nothing with which to affirm their riwrt

reality and are totally dependent for their existence and attributes
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upon the R.eal (al'hass). This dimension is manifested more crearly in
the lower levels of the human being, that is, in the soul and the bodv.
which display relat ively l i t t le of  the divine l ight.

trn another respect, human beings manifest nothing but God. They
are created in God's form and worthy of being his vicegerents. To
them "God has subjected," as the Koran puts it, "everything in the
heavens and the earth" (3t :20,45: l3) ,  so they are, , lords, 'over al l
other creatures. This dimension of the human reality corresponds to
God's similarity (taskhth) and imnranence, u,hereby he discloses hirn-
self in all things and most clearly in his chosen vicegerents. ln this
respect hnmans are "nondelimited," since nothing limits the degree to
which they can expand in knowledge and consciousness. In this
context Ibn al-'Arabi speaks of "perfect man" as the full outward
marrifestatirn of the Real, or the human being who has assumed all
the divine nanres as his own character traits (at-takhaltuq bi asma'
Ailah)

Although serva'thood ar-rd lordship appear at first sight to be
contradictory a'd irreconcilable, in fact nothing but total and abso_
lr'rte servanthood allows a human being to be a true lord. only the
perfect servant can be God's vicegerent. Just as God is God because
he is bci th incomparable and simirar,  nondel imited and del imited.
Essence and attributes, s<-r also human beings are fully human only by
beirrg both servant ard vicegerent, nothing and everything. This is
one of the secrets of Muhammad's title, 'abrluhu ua rasfrluhu. .His

servant and His messenger."

The soul ma'ifests servitude and weakness, since it is overcome by
darkness or distance from God, while the spirit manifests vicegeren-
cy, theomorphism, and lordship, since it blazes with the divine light.
In other terms, the spirit is connected intimately to nearness, mercy,
a.d guidance, while the soul dwells naturally in the domain of
distance, wrath, and rnisguidance.

one might expect that 'Abd al-Jalil wourd follow these correspond-
ences and connect lordship to the spirit and servanthood to the soul,
instead of saying, "The soul had taken lordship into account, . . .whi le
the spirit had taken servanthood into account." But along with
distance and darkness go ignorance and arrogance. The soul looks at
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itself and does not see its own dark nature, but rather the luminosity

that allows it to exist and be itself. Ignorant of its own darkness, it

lays claim to a light that does not belong to it. In contrast the spirit

possesses the iuminosity of 1<nowledge and sees itself in its proper

relationship with the Real. It is, in Ibn al-'Arabi's terms, "god wary"

(muttaqt), which means that it ascribes light, knowledge, and power

to God and darkness, ignorance, and weakness to itself. Though it

sees its own luminosity, it knows that next to the absolute light of

God its own created light is nothing. Hence it acknowledges its

servanthood.

Nonetheless, even in its claim to lordship, the soul manifests a

positive dimension of the Real, for lordship is a divine attribute. The

sin of the soul's prophet, Iblis, is tci have said, "I am better than he"

(Koran 38: 76) and to have refused to prostrate himself before Adarn.

As the spirit says at the beginning of the debate, "According to the

clear meaning of the verse, 'I am better than he,' the claim of

betterness and selfhood-which negate the stage of love-became

manifest from lblis."'8 Following lblis, the soul clairns selfhood and

betterness for itself. In doing so, it manifests the characteristics of

lordship. In other words, by affirming selfhood and I-ness, the sor-il

c laims for i tsel f  a prerogat ive of God, since none truly has a r ight to

say "I" except God." Just as "There is no real but the Real," so aiso

"There is no true I but the divine I."

At the deepest level, the positive nature of the soul's self -

affirmation goes back to the fact that it finds wujiid in itself. Wujtid

as such is the Divine Essence or Selfhood-the divine "I-ness" -and it

manifests itself even in the darkest reaims of the cosmos. And zattjftd,

it should be remembered, means not only "existence" or "being" but

also and primarily "finding." God's "finding of himself" is knou'n as

wujfid, and so also the soul finds itself through t,uujfrd's light, but it

does not notice that the light is not its own. The divine self-

affirmation irradiates the darkness of nonexistence, and the soul in its

darkness ciings to the trace of light as its very self and survival.

"selfhood" and self-affirmation manifest God's Essence.

In short, the spirit represents the human reality inasmuch as it sees

itself and its own limitations objectively and effaces itself before God,
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while the soul represents the human self inasmuch as it sees itself as
central and affirms its own right to exist. The spirit rises beyond
itself and affirms the other, while the soul sinks within itself and
affirn-is itself.

At this point i.r the text 'Abd ar-Jarir once again acknowledges the
soul 's r ights to i ts nrode of manifest ing the Real,  whi le admit t ing his
l i r l i ted knowledge of the true si tuat ion: "o fr iend," he says, , , I  do not
knorv which point of  v iew God wi l l  take into account tomorrow." ln
t.ither lr'ords, he does not know if God will treat the human being as
:r lorcl or a servant on the Day of Resurrection. Hclwever, clne should
exercise caution in one's dealings with Gcld, and therefore one should
observe the instructions brought by the prophets. The creature should
actual ize his servanthood here and wait  to become a lord in the next
rvorld.

I t  str i l<es my nr ind that in this plane one should act by taking
servanthood irto account because of the sending of scriptures
and angels, so that through their warning one can come out of the
well of nature, remain protected from the disease of ignorance
and atheism lta'tttl, a.cl reach the perfections of knowledge and
wrirks. Then, in the rnanifest abode of the next world, one will
seill all this in the rnode of lordship, in acc'rdance with ,,My

mercy precedes My wrath" and "My mercy embraces all things"
fKora. 7:  156].  For in that prace acts of obedience wi i l  be
el i rninatecl  and al l  forbidden things wi l l  be al lowed.

The I l i r th of the Heart

Ilavi'g giveu advice separately to both spirit and soul, the mystery
now addresses thern together, telling them to become one. And, says
'Abd al Jalil, wh, is observing the goings-on, "From the unification
liftihadl of the two, a marverous state and wondrous shape appeared,
callecl 'the heart,' which brings together the two sides and fluctuates
between ther-n."

The idea that the heart should be born frorn the marriage of spirit
and sorr l  goes back at least to Shihab ar-Din Suhrawardi (d.632/1234)
in 'Auttrif nl-ma'drif . '" I have not come across this image in Ibn
al-'Arabi's writings, but it is probably present somewhere, since his
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chief disciple $adr al-Din Q0nawi expands on it in some detail, a-q

does Q0nawi's disciple Sa'id al-Din Farghdni." The connectiorl

between the heart (qalb) and fluctuation (taqallub) is an important

element of Ibn al-'Arabi's teachings, but of course it has a long

history in Islamic thought, being referred to in a number of hadiths,

including mention of God as "He who makes hearts fluctuate"

(muqallib al-qulftb)."

Next 'Abd al-Jalil says, "When the mystery found worthiness for

the gathering of all meanings in the heart, it pulled the heart to itself

and joined it with itself." Once the heart is born, the mystery sees that

the heart  has the power to gather within i tsel f  al l  meanings (ma'ani) .

This point, so briefly stated here, is based on a rather complex

exposition of the nature of the heart found in Ibn al-'Arabi's works-

In short, he maintains that human beings perceive the Real in tr'r'o

fundamental modes, that of the afore-mentioned incomparability

(tanzth) and similarity (tashbth). Incomparability is the point of view

natural to the rational faculty ('aql), which inrrately desires to prove

that "Nothing is l ike Him" (Koran 42 11).  Simi lar i ty is the point of

view of imagilation, rn'hich perceives the Real in his self-disclosure

(tajatlr), that is, in the forms and images that make up the cosmos or

"everything other than God." Neither point of view is sufficient frlr a

total view of God or of the things as they are iu themselves.

The spirit personifies the rational dimension of human nature that

can only understand "God" as being incomparable, while the soul

represents the imaginal dimension that can only grasp God in images

and symbols, or in the forms of his self-disclosure. That is why the

mystery criticized the spirit for putting too much stock in reasou, and

the soul for perceiving the Real oply at the level of self-disclosure in

the forms of nature.

The heart, in Ibn al-'Arabi's perspective, is limited neither by

reason nor by imagination, neither by rational thought r-ror by the

perception of forms. The heart represents the dimension of the

human reality that brings together both kinds of perception in har-

mony, and since these cannot be maintained simultaneously, the heart

"fluctuates" from one vision to the next. But the heart never denies

the Real, whether in his incomparable and unknowable Essence or in
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his self-disclosure to irnagination through the sensory forms of the
cosmos.

The spirit 's self-effacement is connected with reason and incompa-
rabi l i ty because the spir i t  grasps that "Nothing is l ike Him" and that
all positive qualities belong to God; hence it sees that it is nothing in
itself. In contrast, the soul's self-affirmation is connected to imagina-
t ion and the vis ion of s imi lar i ty,  s ince i t  sees God manifest ing himself
within itself; hence it grasps that everything it possesses is similar to
God and that all the divine attributes belong to it.

In short, by speaking of the heart's worthiness for "gathering all
meanings," 'Abd al-Jal i l  means to say that the heart  haci  integrated
and harmonized the points of v iew of spir i t  and soul by combining
nondel imitat ion with del imitat ion and incomparabi l i ty with simi lar-
it1,. Hence the mystery saw that the heart's level of consciousness
involves awareness of al l  meanings, not s imply those that pertain to
one standpoint or the other. The mystery undersLood that the heart
was worthy for knowing the levei of inwardness and integration
representecl by itself, so it drerv the heart to itself and became united
rvi th i t .

Rut this is n ' t  the end of the story.  Beyond the mystery, in the
tvpical classification of the degrees of human consciousness, lie the
"hidclen" (hhafi) and the "most hidden" (akhfd). All differentiation
must be elirr-rinated before the vision of absolr-rte Unitv.

Final Union

'Abd al-Jal i l  norv provides an explanat ion for the two terms . .hidden"

and "most hidden." They represent the innermost climensions of the
hr:man being that can be discerned when the microcosm and macro-
cosm are viewed as possessing a number of levels. From this point of
view, the mystery perceives the nondelimited light of the Real
manifest both within itself and beyond itself.

I. the beginning, whe' the light of Nonderimitation had shone
upon the mystery, it had found a flash of that light evident in
itself; it had seen a kind of "hidde." light outside itself, and a
kind of "most hidden" light that its understanding and imagina-
tion could in no way reach but that it knew to be further awav
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from itself.

At the beginning, in other words, the mystery had perceived the

hidden and most hidden lights beyond itself, just as it had perceived

a light within itself and saw the spirit and soul as below itself. Hence

it would seem that "mystery" signifies a middle point of hulnan

consciousness, suspended halfway between the darkness of the body

and the infinite Light of God. Once the two iowest levels of conscious-

ness, soul and spirit, join together and become the heart, the mystery

is able to integrate them into itself. Now it can become integrated

into the higher levels, the hidden and most hidden. It is able to

accomplish this because it has been strengthened through the tu.'o

powers represented by the spirit and soul within the heart. "Through

joining with the all-comprehensive heart, a strengthening appeared

within the mystery."

The spirit and soul, as dirnensions of the heart, now become the

means for a two-fold experience of both the hidden and the most

hidden lights. The spirit 's attribute is self-effacement before the One,

since it tends toward annihilation UanA') in the Real. But the soul's

attribute is self-affirmation, since it tends to see the divine light as its

own and to perceive itself as subsisting (baqA') through the divine

attributes. "Through the light pertaining to the spirit, the rnystery

dissolved into the hidden light, and through the strength of the I-tress

pertaining to the soul it became identified with that hidden light." In

other words, the luminosity of the heart's spirit-nature allows the

mystery to become effaced and annihilated irt that even greater light

called the "hidden." But the soul-nature demands self-affirmatiot-t, so

in the midst of dissoiution the mystery finds itself and sees that it is

now identical with the hidden light.

Next 'Abd al-Jalil offers an explanation for the "words of ecstasl"'

(skathiyy0.t) of the Sufis. For now the mystery, like Halldj and

Bdyazid, speaks from the viewpoint of "I am the Real": "Here it

became a stream joined to the ocean and called out, 'Glory be to me,

how tremendous is my rank!"' At the same time, this invisible core of

the human reality experiences the "fluctuation" of the heart, so its

gaze shifts from the point of view of the soul to that of the spirit,

)67
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frorn that of affirming itself to that of negating itself before the

source of light.

When the mystery's gaze fell upon the infinity of the Ocean, it

said, "My God, though I said, 'Glory be to me, how tremendous

is rny rankl,' now I repent. I cut off the belt of unbelief and say,
'There is no god but Gr-id,' so that through the blessing of these

words I may be obliterated in the most hidden light."

Once again the mystery experiences annihilation, but the selfhood of

the soul reasserts itself, and identity with the most hidden is estab-

l ished. " I t  l i f ted i ts head within the world of annihi lat ion and began

to say through the strength of the I-ness of the soul, ' I  am the most

hiclden,' and it threw up the waves of claiming to be the ocean."

At each level--hidden and rnost hidden-a dual experience has

occurred. Only after self-affirrnation within the most hidden light can

all trace of dr-rality be erased so that the ultirnate union may be

experienced. Bey<ind the most hidden lies the infinite light of the

Iisserrce, also called the Unseen He"ness (ehayb-i huwiyyat), and at

this point in the narrative, the Essence asserts its authority: "Jr:st as

this happened, the voice of the He-ness shouted out, 'and within the

nrost hidden am l ." '  I {ere 'Abd al-Jal i l  is al luding to what is osten-

sibly a hadttk qudst, whose text i have seen recorded as follows:

"Verily within the body of the son of Adam is a lump of flesh, within

the lump of flesh a heart, within the heart a spirit, within the spirit a

light, and within the light a mystery; and within the mystery am I.""

With this re-assert ion of God's ul t imate authori ty,  the r ight relat ion-

ships are established, and all levels of the human reality experience

a nrode of identity with the One. Even the most hidden, which is the

highest level, finds itself negated in the Real.

Through awe before that sound, the ocean of the most hidden

Jrecame dry, such that none of the water of existence remained

r.vithin it. In this state, all cif them became one. The most

manifest and the most hidden mixed together. All of itself cried

out, "Whose is the kingdom today? God's, the One, the Over-

whelming!" lKoran 40: 16].3 '

In the supreme union, everything in the human being is negated as a

se'lf-subsistent realitv onlv to be reaffirmed as God's self-disclosure.
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As a result of this vision, 'Abd al-Jali l loses consciousness.

Here I had passed away from myself and become selfless. When

I became slightly aware, the sound of "and within the n-rost

hidden am I" kept or-r falling into my ear from my own tongr"te.

Out of the terror of this business I awoke. I said, "There is no

power and no strength except in God, the High, the Tremen-

dous."

This prophetic formula expresses once again the trtte reaiity of the

servant-his nothingness before God.

Finally, 'Abd al-Jalil offers a comment that sitr,rates the vu'hole'

episode firmly within the imaginal universe described by Ibn al

'Arabi. He tells us that everything that he had witnessed had beett the

imaginal embodiment of unseen realities.tt

I understood that all of this had been I; all of these were the

forms of my own knowledge. These discussions had been my owl-)

imaginal concepts ltakhayyuldl] that had assumed form.

'Abd al-Jalil 's concluding prayer reestablishes his feet firmly on the

ground of servanthood, the right attitude to be maintained in the

present world: "I ask forgiveness frorn God for everything that ()od

dislikes and I repent to him, and I am the first of those lvho have

f aith. "

In short, this brief treatise demonstrates a sophisticated grasp of

the teachings of Ibn al-'Arabi's school and a profound awareness of

the complexity of the hr"rman reality. 'Abd al Jalil offers none of the

simple-minded polemics that often occurs between supporters of

wakdat al-aujfrd and watrtdat al skuhiid, but instead demonstrates that

he-like many other Indian Sufis-was completely aware that the

only way to bring out the highly nuanced structure of the humatt

reality and the subtle transmutations of consciousness experienced on

the path to God is to acknowledge the validity of a wide variety of

perspectives while recognizing the relativity of each of them, sirrce

absolute truth resides in God alone.
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4
Unity of Ontology and trpistenoology

in QaySarI's Philosop b)
Akiro Matsumoto

This paper aims at c lar i fy ing the logical  relat ionship of the theory o

"the unity of being" (wafudah al-ruujnd) with two key Sufi corlcepts

namely "prophethood" (nubwruah) and "closeness to God" (walayah)

Both concepts of "prophethood" and "closeness to God" have Qu

r'anic origin, but they were elaborated and enriched as the Sufi theor'

on world understanding developed. These two concepts have worke(

as mainstays in the philosophic construction of the "Unity of Being

ever since Ibn 'Arabi (1165-1240) established its foundation'

In the school of the Unity of Being, God is the unique, eternal an(

absolute being, and nothing has real existence except God. If any

thing is said to have existence, it has it in a metaphorical sense an(

not in a real sense. In addition, the world is understood as a mattifes

tation of God, the absolute being. So, the philosophy of the Unity o

Being is a theory for a holistic understanding between the eternal ant

the finite.

Yet in the tradition of Ash'arite theology (which is the donrinan

theological school in the Sunnite world), the eternal-finite relation

ship is usually explained from the viewpoint of a personal relation

ship between God and his creatures. In this school, the creatiott ant

destruction of things are explained by rnaking use of the concept o

"preponderation" (tarjtb), which means that God shifts the cerltre o
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